
STITCHER’S GARDEN SEPTEMBER 2021 
 
 You are nearing the end!!!  You have all done so great and I appreciate your understanding about 
schedule changes!  The upcoming class is a “combo” of several, including the past one with fringe if you have 
not done that.  If you have missed a class and want the pattern/handout from that class, you will need to 
“register” for the class and pay, as it’s not fair to receive the patterns free for those, but I am happy to get you 
caught up.   We will plan to add a more “finishing” class with handouts when you need them—no charge!!  
Here we go:   

  Month #11—Chenille—These are the long tall blocks with the “fuzzy” chenille 
   in the curved line.  Bring:  chenille foot if available, if not try an open toe 
            or the wide flat foot.  Viking is the only company with 
            an actual chenille foot. 
    Your background blocks (2) are 7” X 18”—Pre quilt those if possible.  They 
   will trim to 5 ½” X 16 ½” after stitching is complete. 
   **I will provide the chenille strips for you, and after that is complete the 
        flowers are the usual applique techniques 
 
  Month #12—Machine Embroidery, Machine Embroidered Applique or Applique 
   Depending on your machine type or personal choice, you can do these blocks 
   using machine embroidery or regular applique—both patterns are provided. 
  **I would not suggest doing machine embroidery at the class due to time, but I will 
     go over the techniques during class to make sure you are comfortable 
   Regular traditional machine applique templates are provided as usual.   
  **There are 4 blocks in all-cut to 8” and quilted as usual—for both techniques.  For 
   traditional applique the blocks will square to 6 ½” after quilting or after applique 
   is completed.   Embroidered blocks will also trim to 6 ½” after stitching designs. 
 
  “Extra” Blocks—1—Tulip Pot  2—Rick Rack and Fringe Flower 3—Extra Block 
   --For the Tulip block pre quilt your 14” square 
   --You can do optional couching around the edges of the block ¾” in from 12 ½”,  
      and then continue with applique and decorative stitching. 
          2—Rick Rack Flower—Bring large (not super large) rick rack in your choice of color. 
      Quilt your blocks 8” X 14” (later trimmed to 6 ½” X 12 ½”)    
   --We will stitch the rick rack “under” the flower edge BEFORE fusing the flower!!  
   --Topstitch needle—using two threads for the fringe flower.  The center will need 
      a button or yo-yo after finished.   
         3—Extra Flower Block is also 8” X 14” later trimmed to 6 ½” X 12 ½” –Traditional Applique 


